
Name: _____________________________________

Lost Treasure of the 
Emerald Eye

Chapters 4 - 6

 
  1. Who did Geronimo visit before he left on his voyage?

a.  his mother b.  his cousin

c.  his nephew d.  his aunt

  

  2.  Do you think Trap is going to be able to keep the treasure a secret? Yes or no. What 

 in the story makes you think this?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

  3. Think about the necessities Geronimo packed.  What were they? What necessities 

do you think a human would need to pack if they were going on a voyage at sea?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

  4. What feature sold Geronimo on the chest?

a.  the space for office supplies b.  the color

c.  the size of it d.  the clothes compartment 

 
 5. What was the most popular color on mouse island?

a.  green b.  red

c.  blue d.  yellow

 

Why do you think? __________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Lost Treasure of the 

Emerald Eye
Chapters 4 - 6

 
  1. Who did Geronimo visit before he left on his voyage?  c

a.  his mother b.  his cousin

c.  his nephew d.  his aunt

  

  2.  Do you think Trap is going to be able to keep the treasure a secret? Yes or no. What 

 in the story makes you think this?

answers will vary

  3. Think about the necessities Geronimo packed.  What were they? What necessities 

do you think a human would need to pack if they were going on a voyage at sea?

Geronimo packed extra sharp cheddar, tubs of cheese, mac n' cheese, and nacho 

cheese chips.  All cheese products.  In order for a human to survive you must pack a 

lot of water, along with a variety of food that wouldn't go bad while traveling at sea.

  4. What feature sold Geronimo on the chest?  a

a.  the space for office supplies b.  the color

c.  the size of it d.  the clothes compartment 

 
 5. What was the most popular color on mouse island?  d

a.  green b.  red

c.  blue d.  yellow

 

Why do you think? I think it is yellow because yellow is the color of cheese.
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